
BiblioEvents
BiblioEvents is a visually appealing, patron-friendly, fully 

responsive management and promotional platform for your 

library’s programs and events.
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Fully Responsive & Mobile-friendly:

BiblioEvents is fully responsive  

on all screen sizes. Patrons who 

access the library’s site from their 

phone can easily navigate your 

event offerings.

Filtering That Works:

BiblioEvents uses true facets, which 

means patrons can filter as much  

as they want without ending up 

with zero search results. Facets 

create the browsability needed for 

the depth of programming offered 

by libraries. 

Nearby Events:

Search by your address or zip 

code to find nearby events – great 

for people who are new to the 

community. Plus, with built-in 

geolocation functionality, patrons 

are just one tap away from finding 

out what’s going on. 

Relevant Location Information:

Each event listing contains the 

address, phone number, map (via 

Google Maps integration), and a 

link to the branch landing page: 

ensuring patrons have all the “need-

it-now” information they require. 

Dynamic Cross-merchandising:

From each event listing, similar 

events are promoted to the patron. 

These feeds are dynamic, which 

means no additional work for staff.

Register Online:

In a few easy steps patrons can 

register themselves for events 

online. A confirmation email is 

provided, which also provides the 

ability for patrons to unregister 

themselves.

Header Integration:

BiblioEvents uses the same header 

as BiblioCore and BiblioWeb, which 

means patrons can seamlessly 

move between the calendar and 

catalog and website.

Make It Social:

Patrons can easily share your events 

and help to market your programs 

via Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest  

and more.

Discover
Ensure your community knows what’s happening at your library.
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Easy Event Creation:

The BiblioEvents intuitive interface 

makes it a breeze for staff to create 

events. The built-in ‘Create Another’ 

functionality, allows staff to quickly 

post a large number of similar events. 

Event Management:

Any staff member with events 

permissions can cancel an event or 

mark it as full – no need to involve 

the Event Administrator.

Manage Registrants:

Update registrant information, 

email, and unregister patrons via 

the registration interface.

Record Attendance:

Keep track of the number of 

attendees at your events so that 

your library can make decisions 

about the programs that your 

patrons love.

Tiered Permissions:

Event Administrators can grant 

other staff permissions to perform 

a variety of tasks: create events, 

edit events, publish events, review 

events. This granularity supports 

decentralized event creation, and 

provides a review process for 

libraries that desire that level of 

control. Events can easily be sent 

back to the creator if revisions are 

required.

Managing Taxonomies:

Event Administrators can make 

changes to the taxonomies. This 

includes functionality to ‘sunset’ 

a term, for when you decide you 

no longer want to use it: it won’t 

appear for staff creating new 

events, but will continue to appear 

in the user interface until the last 

related  

event expires.

Default Images:

Event Administrators can associate 

banner images with event types 

and programs. When staff create 

a new event, the banner image will 

automatically be inserted, creating 

consistent branding and saving 

staff time.

Create Event Series:

Easily create a series of events, and 

configure registration. Patrons can 

register for all events in the series, 

or just a single event, or they may 

only register at the beginning of the 

series.

 Staff-friendly Features
Simple for staff to manage and promote events. 
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Events + Web
Events fully integrated with your website with BiblioWeb.

BiblioWeb Includes BiblioEvents:

No additional cost! And a greater level 

of integration across your website!

Featuring Branch Events:

Branch-specific events are 

dynamically featured on your 

branch landing pages, which also 

automatically highlight new titles 

in your collection, recent news, blog 

posts, and more.

Promoting Individual Events:

Simply paste in the event permalink, 

and all of the relevant event 

information is automatically 

formatted and ready for display on 

the homepage, browse pages, and 

more—no more cutting, pasting, 

and reformatting to promote 

events throughout your website.

Title-based Integration:

The content editor of BiblioEvents 

has a built-in ‘Add a Title’ tool, 

allowing staff to add titles from the 

BiblioCore catalog without leaving 

the Events interface. Once a title is 

added using the widget, the event 

will automatically be highlighted on 

the related title record in the catalog. 

Integrate Events into Catalog 

Search Results:

Patrons often skip over the library’s 

website and go straight to the 

catalog. With the BiblioCore catalog, 

the library can integrate the library’s 

events into the patron’s search 

path so that relevant events will be 

featured in the initial search results.

Registration Integrated with 

Patron Account

When patrons are logged into your 

catalog, contact information is 

automatically pulled through when 

they click “register.” No need to 

re-type name, email address, and 

other details for a seamless user 

experience.

Events + Catalog
Integrate events into the patron’s search path.

For more information contact us at info@bibliocommons.com


